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  املبحث األول
  نون الدويل املتعلقة باستخدام القوةأحكام القا
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H C احلاالت اليت جيوز فيها للدول استعمال القوة:  
 @	 5  	 5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 , ;8 4.F# , ]	 	 <," # V	 <9  @ * O
 H6,# # 7 ,  . 52"5 / " / - " ;: # 78 K;
 /  . YF !) . (.  
 4.F 4	  "   	 A	 ?"  AY [  #
-F , ]	 * . 4 !"<  / 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 4 	Webster 
 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 
Y 78 4J  (. 	I/I/&3I&  "4 ?.
 Z .UB! "  F. 7 ,Caroline /   / 6/ 	
 " @ 9)C 6  J  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 
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)0$( Wallace, op. cit., p. 255 Akehurst, op., cit, p.264.                                                                           
)03( "instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation...even 
supposing the necessity of the moment authorized them to enter the territories of the United 
States at all, did nothing unreasonable or excessive; since the act, justified by the necessity 
of self- defence, must be limited by that necessity, and kept clearly within it". Letter from 
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U.S. Secretary of State Daniel Webster to British Minister Henry Fox (Apr. 24, 1841), in 29 
BRITISH AND FOREIGN STATE PAPERS, 1840-1841, p. 1138 (1857).                                              
)0( Brierly, J., The Law Of Nations, fifth editions, Clarendon press, Oxford, (1955), p. 320; Arend, 
& Beck, op. cit., p.18.                                                                                                                   
)I'(   9J 9.  , H  HCWA :  
 Shaw, op. cit., p.692. Wallace, op. cit., p. 247; 344. Akehurst, op., cit, p Arend, & Beck, 
op. cit., p.18. 
)I&(   Y   9  B.C B# 9J 9. 7 ,   ./ , 	
(# 2 [: 
‘a use of force that is proportionate under the law of self-defence, must, in order to be 
lawful, also meet the requirements of the law applicable in armed conflict which comprise 
in particular the principles and rules of humanitarian law’ [namely, the distinction between 
civilian and military targets]. ICJ Rep, (1996), para. 78. 
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  املبحث الثاين
  أسباب وأسانيد الواليات املتحدة املعلنة 
  ومناقشتها لغزو العراق
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 Gazzini, T., The changing rules on the use of force in international law, Manchester 
University Press, Manchester, (2005), p. 153, footnote 211  
)I0( State Department Legal Adviser, Bush Has Legal Authority to Use Force in Iraq, State 
Department Legal Adviser Addresses National Association of Attorneys General, 
                                                                           . http://usinfo.state.govWeb site: 3/21/2003,   
)II(    "  K  = * 6 . 5 :. 7 , m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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)IS( Whereas the efforts of international weapons inspectors, United States intelligence agencies, 
and Iraqi defectors led to the discovery that Iraq had large stockpiles of chemical weapons 
and a large scale biological weapons program, and that Iraq had an advanced nuclear 
weapons development program that was much closer to producing a nuclear weapon than 
intelligence reporting had previously indicated.                                                                           
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)I>( Krieger, D., The War on Iraq as Illegal and Illegitimate, in Ramesh Thakur and Waheguru Pal 
Singh Sidhu, editors, The Iraq Crisis and World Order: Structural and Normative 
Challenges, published by United Nations University Press, Tokyo, (2006), cited in: 
         illegitimate.htm-illegal-http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/2005/03/00_krieger_war    
)I$( Whereas Iraq, in direct and flagrant violation of the cease-fire, attempted to thwart the efforts of 
weapons inspectors to identify and destroy Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction stockpiles 
and development capabilities, which finally resulted in the withdrawal of inspectors from 
Iraq on October 31, 1998.                                                                                                              
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 2 )IRAQ 
LIBERATION ACT OF 1998  (. . = Y @U ?" 7 , O [
 46 O=: 2 6   ,.  7 , O  <@ :D Y
. @/ , :\ 46 O=: , 9,/ . 9.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  5 / @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)&'a''S( ! <7/ @ <
 < < 5 .)''>( F= <0'a0&.   
)S&(  Whereas in Public Law 105–235 (August 14, 1998), Congress concluded that Iraq’s continuing 
weapons of mass destruction programs threatened vital United States interests and 
international peace and security, declared Iraq to be in ‘‘material and unacceptable breach 
of its international obligations’’ and urged the President ‘‘to take appropriate action, in 
accordance with the Constitution and relevant laws of the United States, to bring Iraq into 
compliance with its international obligations.                                                                              
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)S( Whereas the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 (Public Law 105–338) expressed the sense of 
Congress that it should be the policy of the United States to support efforts to remove from 
power the current Iraqi regime and promote the emergence of a democratic government to 
replace that regime;                                                                                                                      
)S0( Whereas in the Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution (Public Law 
102–1), Congress has authorized the President ‘‘to use United States Armed Forces 
pursuant to United Nations Security Council Resolution 678 (1990) in order to achieve 
implementation of Security Council Resolution 660, 661, 662, 664, 665, 666, 667, 669, 670, 
674, and 677’’.                                                                                                                              
)SI( Whereas in December 1991, Congress expressed its sense that it ‘‘supports the use of all 
necessary means to achieve the goals of United Nations Security Council Resolution 687 as 
being consistent with the Authorization of Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution 
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(Public Law 102–1),’’ that Iraq’s repression of its civilian population violates United 
Nations Security Council Resolution 688 and ‘‘constitutes a continuing threat to the peace, 
security, and stability of the Persian Gulf region,’’ and that Congress, ‘‘supports the use of 
all necessary means to achieve the goals of United Nations Security Council Resolution 
688’’;                                                                                                                                              
 )SS(  “…PRESIDENTIAL DETERMINATION- In connection with the exercise of the authority 
granted in subsection (a) to use force the President shall, …, make available to the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives and the President pro tempore of the Senate his 
determination that- (1) reliance by the United States on further diplomatic or other peaceful 
means alone either (A) will not adequately protect the national security of the United States 
against the continuing threat posed by Iraq or (B) is not likely to lead to enforcement of all 
relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions regarding Iraq;                                          
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"absolute discretion" ? ),U. , Doe v. Bush Opinion by Judge Lynch 26-pages 25
                                                                                                                              3/13/2003 .  
)S$(   Diplomatic Notes by the United States, U.N. Doc. S/2003/351 (2003); Diplomatic Notes by 
the United Kingdom, U.N. Doc. S/2003/350 (2003).                                                              
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 http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2005/apr/27/iraq.iraq2; Sands, op. cit., pp. 188-189.  
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5; 4. 	 H" [ / - "  ": 
“ I regret that I cannot agree that it is lawful to use force without a second Security Council 
resolution … I cannot in conscience go along with advice within the Office or to the public 
or Parliament – which asserts the legitimacy of military action without such a resolution, 
particularly sice an unlawful use of force on such a scale amountsto the crime of aggression; 
nor can I agree with such action in cercumsatnces which are so detrimental to the 
international order and the rule of law”. Cited in Sands, op. cit., pp. 189-190.  
)S(   Y 9J 9. 7 ,:  
Gray, C., After the Ceasefire: Iraq, the Security Council and the Use of Force, 65 BYIL, 
(1994), p. 146; DeForrest, M., JUST WAR THEORY AND THE RECENT U.S. AIR 
STRIKES AGAINST IRAQ , 1 GONZ. J. INT L L. (1997-98), available at 
http://www.gonzagajil.org/; Cryer, W., Unilateral Enforcement of Resolution 678: A Threat 
too Far ?, 29 Cal. Western International Law Journal, (1999), p. 243; Slaughter, A., “The 
Use of Force in Iraq: Illegal and Illegitimate, “ASIL Proceedings, 2004, p. 262; Falk, R., 
“The Iraq War and the Future of International Law,” ASIL Proceedings, (2004) p. 
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265;Gazzini, op. cit., p. 79; 
the press release from the International Commission of Jurists as of 18th March (2003), 
which was supported by some 60 lawyers, 
 http://www.icj.org/IMG/pdf/Iraq_war_18_03_03_.pdf, the statement as of 7th March 2003 
signed by teachers of international law, available at : 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/letters/story/0,3604,909275,00.html, and O’Connell, ASIL 
Insights, Addendum to Armed Forces in Iraq: Issues of Legality, April 2003, at 
http://www.asil.org/insights/insigh99a1.htm; Purvis, op. cit., p. 128; SEAN D. MURPHY, 
Assessing the Legality of Invading Iraq, Georgetown Law Journal, J n 2004, 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3805/is_200401/ai_n9379618/?tag=content;col1 
 Bartholomew, A. (eds.), Empire’s Law: The American Imperial Project and the ‘War to 
Remake the World’, First edition, Pluto Press, London (2006), p. 179; Sands, P. Lawless 
World Making and Breaking Global Rules, Penguins Books, first edition, London, (2006), 
p. 174.  
 Sands,. #  5   	   	 O=: , .:  2
   H! -G 78  .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 The 
New York Times 5:/ .  6	. Sands, op. cit., p. 188. 
)>'(     Sands, op. cit., p. 190.                                                                                                                    
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Current Legal Regulation of the Use of Force, Nijhoff Publishers, Dordrecht, Netherlands 
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)$&(  Cassese, A., Return to Westphalia? Considerations on the Gradual Erosion of the Charter 
System, in Cassese, A., The Current Legal Regulation of the Use of Force, op. cit., p. 515.   
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missile fired from (it is alleged) more than 100 km away could not have been aimed at the 
specific vessel, but simply programmed to hit some target in Kuwaiti waters … no evidence 
that the minelaying alleged to have been carried out by the Iran Ajr, at a time when Iran was 
at war with Iraq, was aimed specifically at the United States; and similarly it has not been 
established that the mine struck by the Bridgeton was laid with the specific intention of 
harming that ship, or other United States vessels.”. Case concerning Oil Platforms, op. cit., 
para.64. Natalia Ochoa-Ruiz and Esther Salamanca-Agua, Exploring the Limits of 
International Law relating to the Use of Force in Self-defiance, The European Journal of 
International Law Vol. 16, ( 2005), p. 514. 
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  املبحث الثالث
  انتهاك الواليات املتحدة ألحكام القانون الدويل بغزوه للعراق
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)0(  In this interview Vice Secretary Wolfowitz was quoted as saying that "the official reasons 
given for the attack on Iraq were meant for the public and had been developed in order to 
overcome “bureaucratic” opposition in the US Administration, whereupon it was a more 
important goal that a success in Iraq would render the presence of US troops in 
                                                            op. cit. ,Nikolaus Schultz. Arabia"-neighbouring Saudi  
)I(  Statement by Secretary General of the United Nations Kofi Annan (Sept. 16, 2004) 
                                .http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/3661640.stm available at   
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)S(  According to the Court a violation of the prohibition of the use of force as provided for by 
Art. 2.4 of the Charter cannot be negated by the fact that German soldiers would not 
participate in actual combat as the government of the Federal Republic has repeatedly 
expressed in public. Assisting military action at odds with public international law may be 
effected not only through actual military participation in armed conflicts, but also through 
different means. An internationally wrongful act, so the Court held, may be committed 
either by positive action or by an omission, if there is an obligation for action in terms of 
international law. Aiding an internationally wrongful act in itself constitutes an 
                                                          op. cit. ,Nikolaus Schultz. internationally wrongful act "   
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)>(  The ICJ has already applied single provisions of the Draft Articles in its advisory opinion 
on July 9th, 2004. Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territories, Advisory Opinion, para. 140 (2004). (140. As the Court observed iri 
the case concerning the GubFikovo-Nugrnrtro Project (Hungary v.Slovakiu), "the state of 
necessity is a ground recognized by customary international law" that "can only be accepted 
on an exceptional basis"; il "can only be invoked under certain strictly defined conditions 
which must be cumulatively satisfied; and the State concerned is not the sole judge of 
whether those conditions have been met" (1. C.J. Reports IY97, p. 40, para. 51). One of 
those conditions was stated by the Court in terms used by the International Law 
Commission, in a text which in its present form requires that the act being challenged be 
"the only way for the State to safeguard an essential interest against a grave and imminent 
peril" (Article 25 of the international Law Commission's Articles on Responsibility of 
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts; see also former Article 33 of the Draft Articles on 
the International Responsibility of States, with slightly different wording in the English 
text). In the light of the material before it, the Court is not convinced that the construction of 
the wall along the route chosen was the only means to safeguard the interests of Israel 
against the peril which it has invoked as justification for that construction).                               
)٩٧(  Article (16 )states that “A State which aids or assists another State in the commission of an 
internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if: (a) 
That State does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act; 
and (b) The act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State”. Y arbook of 
the International Law Commission, 2001, vol. II (Part Two). Text reproduced as it appears 
in the annex to General Assembly resolution 56/83 of 12 December 2001, and corrected by 
document A/56/49(Vol. I)/Corr.4.                                                                                               
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Strake, op. cit., p. 565; Svarlien, O., An Introduction To The Law Of Nations, First edition, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, (1955), pp. 374-377; Shah, S., An Outline Of 
The Principles Public International Law, First edition, P.L.D. Publishers, Lahore, pp.107-
108. 
K;  < *. N (" ;A W K; 9J 9. 7 ,:  
In the De Jager v. Attorney General of Natal, it was held that 'the protection of a State does 
not cease merely because of State forces, for strategical or other reasons, are temporarily 
withdrawn, so that the enemy for the time exercises the rights of an army of 
occupation'.[1907] A.C. 326 cit by Svarlien, op. cit., p. 375. 
)&&>(    
Article 43 stated that “The authority of the legitimate power having in fact passed into the 
hands of the occupant, he latter shall take all the measures in his power to restore and 
ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely 
prevented, the laws in force in the country ”.  
)&&$( Oppenheim, op. cit., p. 348.                                                                                                           
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  املطلب األول
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)&SI(  Article (6) stated that '(a) CRIMES AGAINST PEACE: namely, planning, preparation, 
initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, 
agreements or assurances, or participation in a common plan or conspiracy for the 
accomplishment of any of the foregoing.                                                                                      
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)&S$(  Article (6) stated that "b. War crimes: namely, violations of the laws or customs of war; 
such violations shall include but not be limited to murder, the ill-treatment or deportation to 
slave labor or for any other purpose of civilian population of or in occupied territory , 
or persons on the seas, killing of hostages,  ,prisoners of war treatment of-murder or ill
plunder of public or private property, wanton destruction of cities, towns and villages, or 
devastation, not justified by military, or civilian necessity'.                                                         
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_ C مدى اعتبار غزو العراق جرمية ضد اإلنسانية:  
" 6 .U  4	, 5 )> ( *J  n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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 9,/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:/ 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? 6 B# .  92 # HJ# ? # 4@6 7 , -.# 
! d.. # d # @ BX "  : 	 O=:  H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 4   @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   ;F 4	 # C(.)&>I( 2 "# G" 
6 .U 	 9  *J  G"  *J  G" 
 	).+ . 5  @ #  " 4 , 
.)&>S(  . H6  7 , , !8 ]2 
;A G" 	 2 
                                      
)&>I(   
Article (6) stated that "c. War against inhumanity: namely, Murder, extermination, 
enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian 
population, before or during the war, or persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds 
in execution of or in connection with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, 
whether or not in violation of the domestic law of the country where perpetrated( 
)&>S(    (X 9 78 N ?A;.U 6 G" Pk d d= , # "  C 
G" 
;A P 7 , 9 *F 4 ".  8 9  (	 K  F
. A: (1)   ;8 , Y N1 O:# 6 P  5 9	# 78 48
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#) ( ," 6 (" 4@6 Q 9	/ 
;A  # ?"
 4@6C N+ # ," K   , Y N1 4  O:/ . 
K   # ..4Y  ;F P= 	 d6#"Y 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 "9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 (, e B; 
 5 G"P 	 .  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 P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 G" <
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 4"http://www.crimesofwar.org/arabic 
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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  5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;A  9,/
   .U 6 G" 9J :  
#a !"C (Imprisonment) (X . 	).+   (	, 	
)  H"U ] +    F " A < !"
E. "A  H!"  . 6 (" Y #.()&>$(  
?a ?;: 5  G"  )&>3(   ?; P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2F 	 ?6  
+ ?; 6A  # .  #  
4 # .8)  &3I  5 	 ?; 	, )& ( (X)... B#
 ." < ?;, # # (, e 9,  O: , *  < , # 
 7 , #   7 , <[J O:  # <O: ;A  9= =
                                      
)&>>(     	 .U 6 G" 4F <= ?"  <
),# E" <. P
  < 5 . ! <7/ @ <)''3(<  F=.  
 Cassese, International Criminal Law, op. cit., p. 73;  
 K; 7 , = K;.U 6  G" ? G"  , 2F  5 	
)&(<  5	)?.(  
)&>$( The Court held that ' must understood as arbitrary imprisonment, that is to say, the deprivation 
of liberty of the individual without due process of law, as part of a widespread or systematic 
attack directed against a civilian population'. Kordic and Cerkez case ICTY, para., 302-303.   
)&>3(            THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS JEAN-PAUL AKAYESU Case No. ICTR-96-4-T , Para. 539.  
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a C مدى اعتبار غزو العراق واحتالله جرمية إبادة مجاعية:  
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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 H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 9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 / 5 &0 <
* .U :," K= <  " <9/ / <5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 &0< 2 
EA.94.XIV-Vol.1, Part 1< O 0. " ; # , 9 P@/ 	 
;A 
5A l  G J)Jd J)J   4 C 5   5 *. 
"   ../ Y 7 K; 	 ," 5U " P -F  G
 5)> ((.  
)&$&(   2  G"  5 # = Z @= ," " O 5 ) (
 5A E 5U ," A:  
The Court held that "On reading through the ravaux préparatoires of the Genocide Convention, 
it appears that the crime of genocide was allegedly perceived as targeting only "stable" groups, 
constituted in a permanent fashion and membership of which is determined by birth, with the 
exclusion of the more "mobile" groups which one joins through individual voluntary 
commitment, such as political and economic groups. Therefore, a common criterion in the four 
types of groups protected by the Genocide Convention is that membership in such groups would 
seem to be normally not challengeable by its members, who belong to it automatically, by birth, 
in a continuous and often irremediable manner". THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS JEAN-PAUL 
AKAYESU Case No. ICTR-96-4-T , Para. 511. 
 E/ ,"  9 P 5;  2 K; 5 	 4 , O=
) (; F..    	 :  
"Based on the Nottebohm decision rendered by the International Court of Justice, the 
Chamber holds that a national group is defined as a collection of people who are perceived 
to share a legal bond based on common citizenship, coupled with reciprocity of rights and 
duties". Para. 512. "An ethnic group is generally defined as a group whose members share a 
common language or culture". Para. 513. "The conventional definition of racial group is 
based on the hereditary physical traits often identified with a geographical region, 
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irrespective of linguistic, cultural, national or religious factors". Para. 514. " The religious 
group is one whose members share the same religion, denomination or mode of worship". 
Para. 515. 
Y  K; G"  	).+ . . P -F  :  
Jelistic case, para. 70-71; Kristic case, para. 556-7 and 559-660. 
  .  9  -F K . 	 P Z @= ","  " 	 5 
) (F. ; <K; 	    ? " 5U Y:  
Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 
op. cit., para. 193-201. 
)&$(   # -)+ HA  U ,(  <C 5 	 * :" 58 
," <" 5, P.  <9.  <. J)J < 0S'< ./9 
''3 <F= &.  
Cassese, A., International Criminal Law, First published, Oxford, (2003), p. 100. 
)&$0(   
The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda , THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS JEAN 
KAMBANDA, Case no.: ICTR 97-23-S, JUDGEMENT and SENTENCE, Decision of: 4 
September 1998. It held that "16. Regarding the crime of genocide, in particular, the 
preamble to the Genocide Convention recognizes that at all periods of history, genocide has 
inflicted great losses on humanity and reiterates the need for international cooperation to 
liberate humanity from this scourge. The crime of genocide is unique because of its element 
of dolus specialis (special intent) which requires that the crime be committed with the intent 
to destroy in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group as such=, as 
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stipulated in Article 2 of the Statute; hence the Chamber is of the opinion that genocide 
constitutes the crime of crimes, which must be taken into account when deciding the 
sentence". 
(# 2 , K . -F V:# V, 	   . K;:  
"Genocide is distinct from other crimes inasmuch as it embodies a special intent or dolus 
specialis. Special intent of a crime is the specific intention, required as a constitutive 
element of the crime, which demands that the perpetrator clearly seeks to produce the act 
charged. Thus, the special intent in the crime of genocide lies in "the intent to destroy, in 
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such". THE 
PROSECUTOR VERSUS JEAN-PAUL AKAYESU Case No. ICTR-96-4-T , Para. 498. 
V Cassese #  # -F K . 	 V, Kayishema and Ruzindana 	 
3$ a&&3 <	 V, Rutaganda 	 II a>0. Cassese, op. cit., p. 103.   
K; #  9  -F K . @ 	 = O: V 4 	 
? " 5U.   
Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 
op. cit., para. 186-189. 
)&$I(   
"On the issue of determining the offender's specific intent, the Chamber considers that intent 
is a mental factor which is difficult, even impossible, to determine. This is the reason why, 
in the absence of a confession from the accused, his intent can be inferred from a certain 
number of presumptions of fact. The Chamber considers that it is possible to deduce the 
genocidal intent inherent in a particular act charged from the general context of the 
perpetration of other culpable acts systematically directed against that same group, whether 
these acts were committed by the same offender or by others. Other factors, such as the 
scale of atrocities committed, their general nature, in a region or a country, or furthermore, 
the fact of deliberately and systematically targeting victims on account of their membership 
of a particular group, while excluding the members of other groups, can enable the Chamber 
to infer the genocidal intent of a particular act.. THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS JEAN-
PAUL AKAYESU Case No. ICTR-96-4-T , Para. 523. 
)&$S(   
Morris, V., & Scharf, M., The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Transnational 
Publishers, New York, (1997), cited by Douglas & others , op. cit, p. 40. 
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Karadzic and Maldic case, Rule 61 Decision of 11 July 1996, para. 94; Nicolic case , Rule 
61 Decision, ICTY Trial Chamber, 20 October 1995, para. 34. 
)&$>(   
It held that "… the crime of conspiracy to commit genocide covered in the Statute is taken 
from the Genocide Convention. The "Travaux Préparatoires" of the Genocide Convention 
suggest that the rationale for including such an offence was to ensure, in view of the serious 
nature of the crime of genocide, that the mere agreement to commit genocide should be 
punishable even if no preparatory act has taken place" . Indeed, during the debate preceding 
the adoption of the Convention, the Secretariat advised that, in order to comply with 
General Assembly resolution 96 (I), the Convention would have to take into account the 
imperatives of the prevention of the crime of genocide: "This prevention may involve 
making certain acts punishable which do not themselves constitute genocide, for example, 
certain material acts preparatory to genocide, an agreement or a conspiracy with a view to 
committing genocide, or systematic propaganda inciting to hatred and thus likely to lead to 
genocide.". THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS , ALFRED MUSEMA, Case No. ICTR-96-13-
A , Judgement of: 27 January 2000, para. 185 
)&$$(   
 It stated that '… conspiracy to commit genocide is to be defined as an agreement between 
two or more persons to commit the crime of genocide'. THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS , 
ALFRED MUSEMA, op. cit., para. 191. 
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)&$3(   
The Court stated that "With respect to the m ns rea of the crime of conspiracy to commit 
genocide, the Chamber notes that it rests on the concerted intent to commit genocide, that is 
to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as such. Thus, it 
is the view of the Chamber that the requisite intent for the crime of conspiracy to commit 
genocide is, ipso facto, the intent required for the crime of genocide, that is the dolus 
specialis of genocide". THE PROSECUTOR VERSUS , ALFRED MUSEMA, op. cit., 
para. 192. 
)&$(   
"the act of conspiracy itself, in other words, the process ("procédé") of conspiracy, which is 
punishable and not its result. The Chamber notes, in this regard, that under both Civil and 
Common Law systems, conspiracy is an inchoate offence ("infraction formelle") which is 
punishable by virtue of the criminal act as such and not as a consequence of the result of 
that act". Ibid, para 193. 
)&3'(   
'The Chamber is of the view that the crime of conspiracy to commit genocide is punishable 
even if it fails to produce a result, that is to say, even if the substantive offence, in this case 
genocide, has not actually been perpetrated'. Ibid, para. 194 
)&3&(   
"In the instant case, the Chamber has adopted the definition of conspiracy most favourable 
to Musema, whereby an accused cannot be convicted of both genocide and conspiracy to 
commit genocide on the basis of the same acts. Such a definition is in keeping with the 
intention of the Genocide Convention. Indeed, the "Travaux Préparatoires" show that the 
crime of conspiracy was included to punish acts which, in and of themselves, did not 
constitute genocide. The converse implication of this is that no purpose would be served in 
convicting an accused, who has already been found guilty of genocide, for conspiracy to 
commit genocide, on the basis of the same acts." Ibid, para. 198. 
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Article (6) stated that '.. Leaders, organizers, instigators and accomplices participating in the 
formulation or execution of a common plan or conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing 
crimes are responsible for all acts performed by any persons in execution of such plan' .  
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 Article 7 stated that 'The official position of defendants, whether as Heads of State or 
responsible officials in Government Departments, shall not be considered as freeing them 
from responsibility or mitigating punishment'.  
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Cassese, op. cit., p. 269, f, 12  
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Article 8. stated that 'The fact that the Defendant acted pursuant to order of his Government 
or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility, but may be considered in mitigation 
of punishment if the Tribunal determines that justice so requires'.  
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)&$(  Article 11. stated that "Any person convicted by the Tribunal may be charged before a 
national, military or occupation court, referred to in Article 10 of this Charter, with a crime 
other than of membership in a criminal group or organization and such court may, after 
convicting him, impose upon him punishment independent of and additional to the 
punishment imposed by the Tribunal for participation in the criminal activities of such 
group or organization".                                                                                                                  
)&3(  Article 10. stated that "In cases where a group or organization is declared criminal by the 
Tribunal, the competent national authority of any Signatory shall have the right to bring 
individual to trial for membership therein before national, military or occupation courts. In 
any such case the criminal nature of the group or organization is considered proved and 
shall not be questioned".                                                                                                   
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 The Court stated that:" The Antihijacking Act of 1974 was enacted to fulfill this nation's 
responsibilities under the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft 
(the "Hague Convention"), which requires signatory nations to extradite or punish hijackers 
"present in" their territory. Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, 
Dec. 16, 1970, art. 4, para. 2,..This suggests that Congress intended the statutory term 
"found in the United States" to parallel the Hague Convention's "present in [a contracting 
state's] territory," a phrase which does not indicate the voluntariness limitation urged by 
Yunis. Moreover, Congress interpreted the Hague Convention as requiring the United States 
to extradite or prosecute "offenders in its custody," evidencing no concern as to how alleged 
hijackers came within U.S. territory...(Hague Convention designed to close "gap" in Tokyo 
Convention, which did not require states to prosecute or extradite hijackers "in [their] 
custody"). From this legislative history we conclude that Yunis was properly indicted under 
section 1472(n) once in the United States and under arrest on other charges." 
)0( Article 12. stated that 'The Tribunal shall have the right to take proceedings against a person 
charged with crimes set out in Article 6 of this Charter in his absence, if he has not been 
found or if the Tribunal, for any reason, finds it necessary, in the interests of justice, to 
conduct the hearing in his absence.                                                                                             
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